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1

In online debates, as in offline ones, individual utterances or arguments support or attack each other, leading2

to some subset of arguments (potentially from different sides of the debate) being considered more relevant3

than others. However, online conversations are much larger in scale than offline ones, with often hundreds4

of thousands of users weighing in, collaboratively forming large trees of comments by starting from an5

original post and replying to each other. In large discussions, readers are often forced to sample a subset of6

the arguments being put forth. Since such sampling is rarely done in a principled manner, users may not7

read all the relevant arguments to get a full picture of the debate from a sample. This paper is interested in8

answering the question of how users should sample online conversations to selectively favour the currently9

justified or accepted positions in the debate. We apply techniques from argumentation theory and complex10

networks to build a model that predicts the probabilities of the normatively justified arguments given their11

location in trees representing idealised online discussions of comments and replies. Our model shows that the12

proportion of replies that are supportive, the distribution of the number of replies that comments receive, and13

the locations of comments that do not receive replies (i.e., the “leaves” of the reply tree) all determine the14

probability that a comment is a justified argument given its location. We show that when the distribution of15

the number of replies is homogeneous along the tree length, for acrimonious discussions (with more attacking16

comments than supportive ones), the distribution of justified arguments depends on the parity of the tree level17

which is the distance from the root expressed as number of edges. In supportive discussions, which have more18

supportive comments than attacks, the probability of having justified comments increases as one moves away19

from the root. For discussion trees which have a non-homogeneous in-degree distribution, for supportive20

discussions we observe the same behaviour as before, while for acrimonious discussions we cannot observe21

the same parity-based distribution. This is verified with data obtained from the online debating platform22

Kialo. By predicting the locations of the justified arguments in reply trees, we can therefore suggest which23
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arguments readers should sample, to grasp the currently accepted opinions in such discussions. Our models24

have important implications for the design of future online debating platforms.25

CCS Concepts: • Information systems→WorldWideWeb; •Human-centered computing→ Collab-26
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1 INTRODUCTION34

Online discussions have long been an important driver in bringing society and social issues onto the35

Web, through early platforms such as Usenet and various bulletin board systems in the 1980s [20],36

and now on social media on platforms such as Kialo, Reddit, Twitter and Facebook (e.g. [16, 23, 46]).37

As the number of Internet users has grown, so has the scale of the discussions. For example, the38

BBC News article reporting on former United Kingdom (UK) Prime Minister Tony Blair’s thoughts39

on Brexit
1
has attracted over 10, 000 comments. Similarly, in the UK, there is an average of 42,60040

tweets per day exchanged between the Members of Parliament and their followers [1], making41

Twitter the de facto platform for digital citizen engagement.42

Given the importance of some of the above-mentioned topics, the substantial scale of online43

discussions creates a problem: Online discussions often contain so many comments that it is44

unrealistic to expect a normal Internet user to read every single point being made. Thus, even45

an interested and impartial reader may only be able to sample some of the points in a discussion,46

thereby miss crucial points, and end up making wrong conclusions: A reader viewing a small47

sample of the whole discussion may be misled into thinking that their favoured arguments are48

valid in the discussion. However, arguments supporting what a reader considers as an acceptable49

argument may have been attacked and effectively rebutted in other comments that she was not50

able to read. Alternatively, views opposing her conclusion may have received important supporting51

comments which have also been missed by the reader. In either case, the reader has “missed the big52

picture”, and come to the wrong conclusions because of sampling a large online discussion.53

This paper seeks to develop better strategies for sampling large online debates by applying the54

formalism of bipolar argumentation frameworks (BAFs) [9], an object of study in argumentation55

theory [41], the branch of artificial intelligence concerned with conflict resolution. A BAF is a kind56

of directed graph (digraph) where the nodes represent arguments and each directed edge represents57

either an attack or support of one argument towards another. We treat each comment in an online58

discussion as an argument and represent it as a node. When one comment a replies to another59

comment b, we have an edge from a to b, which is either attacking or supporting. In most structured60

discussion platforms, each comment can only reply to one comment, thereby simplifying the BAF61

graph to reply trees. Our next step is to convert the reply tree BAF into Dung’s argumentation62

framework (AF) [18], which provides a normative definition of justified arguments from the attacks:63

An argument is considered justified if it is either unrebutted, or every other argument that attacks64

it is not justified. An argument will be considered unjustified if it is attacked by some justified65

argument. By recursively propagating the justified and unjustified labels across the whole AF, one66

may identify the subset of justified arguments that a reader should focus on given the current set67

of arguments which have been made.68

1
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-38996179, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.
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It is important to note that justified argument can express a range of viewpoints, potentially69

from more than one side of a debate, as long as they are not explicitly conflicting. In essence, the70

unjustified comments (or arguments) are those which have been effectively rebutted, and therefore71

do not need to be considered by a dispassionate observer of a debate. Thus, argumentation theory,72

and BAF in particular, offers a powerful means to examine online discussions.73

Note that the BAF allows us to judgewhether an argument is justified or not simply by considering74

its relation with other arguments – for example, an argument which is attacked by another justified75

argument cannot itself be justified. Using a combination of such rules, the BAF allows us to identify76

justified arguments without having to consider the semantics of the content of individual arguments.77

In other words, once an online discussion has been extracted as the nodes and edges of a BAF, the78

content does not matter anymore in deciding whether an argument is justified, as all the necessary79

information is captured in the graph structure.80

Of course, creating the nodes and edges of an argument graph from the natural language of81

online discussions is non-trivial, and is the subject of an active research area called “argument82

mining” (e.g. see [34], [11] and [32] for surveys). However, this difficulty is orthogonal to the83

present work: We consider the reply trees as already formed and ask where in the reply tree (i.e.,84

at which distance from the root or the leaves) can readers find the justified comment. We first85

answer this question by considering idealised discussions formed from random trees generated86

by a well-defined in-degree distribution and characterise the patterns of locations where justified87

comments are clustered in such random trees. Next, we validate this analysis with data from Kialo,88

an online debating platform
2
whose design allows us to straighforwardly extract a BAF: Kialo89

discussions are well-moderated, such that most comments make a coherent point that is on-topic90

to the post they are replying to. This allows us to consider each comment as a self-contained and91

relevant argument that forms a node in the reply tree
3
. Further, Kialo requires replies to be classified92

as pro (support) or con (attack) in relation to the argument they are replying to. Moderation of Kialo93

discussions also ensures that the ’pro’ and ’con’ labels are accurate, thus allowing us to reliably94

label edges between comments and their replies as attacking or supporting. Thus, the design of95

Kialo allows us to sidestep problems of mining well-defined arguments from free text, making it an96

ideal choice for validating our analytical results. While it is possible to extend our approach to97

other debate platforms, applying it to other settings where the discussions are not meant to have a98

logical structure (e.g. Twitter or Reddit), needs further research. We note that argument mining99

pipelines are starting to be developed for discussions on platforms such as Twitter [6].100

Discussion of results: We use BAF to first investigate a class of idealised discussion trees, in101

which the in-degree distributions of the nodes, representing the comments, is homogeneous along102

the length of the tree. With this expression we mean that the degree of a node does not depend on103

its level, which is its distance from root node (the original post or thesis being debated) measured104

in number of edges. This allows us to calculate the probability that an argument is justified as a105

function of the level. We introduce a parameter q ∈ [0, 1], which is the probability that a reply edge106

is supporting (empirically we measure q̂ as the fraction of supporting edges amongst all edges).107

Our first result is Theorem 1, which states that in supportive discussions (i.e., reply trees where108

supportive edges outnumber attacks, giving q > 1

2
), the farther a node is from the root, the higher109

the probability of it being a justified argument. In acrimonious discussions (reply trees where110

attacks outnumber edges, i.e. q < 1

2
), the probability of a node being a justified argument depends111

on the parity of the distance from the leaf levels, and the number of justified comments oscillates112

2
https://www.kialo.com/, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.

3
Because of this, we use the terms ‘comment’ and ‘argument’ interchangeably, both for Kialo as well as theoretical results.
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from level to level. Lastly, if q = 1

2
, the probability of being justified is independent of the depth,113

apart from the nodes at the deepest level (which are always justified by default
4
).114

Intuitively, in supportive discussions (q > 1/2), the closer an argument is to the root, the higher115

is its chance to have at least one attacking argument in the subtree of replies underneath it, and116

hence the higher the chance of it being defeated; arguments deeper in the discussion are less likely117

to be attacked and so “survive” the cull for unjustified arguments. Now, consider a different reply118

tree, which has a chain of comments from a leaf node (which is a justified argument as there is119

no child node attacking it yet) to a given node, where all comments in the chain are attacking.120

The leaf node attacks and successfully defeats its parent, which in turn reinstates its grandparent121

node, thereby defeating the great grandparent, and so on. Thus, in the case where most comments122

in a reply tree are attacking (i.e., when q < 1/2), arguments are likely to be alternately attacked123

and reinstated depending on the parity of the distance from the leaf. Finally when q = 1/2 the124

probability of being attacked by a unjustified argument or being supported by a justified one is the125

same, independently on the level.126

We then consider non-homogeneous trees, in which the in-degree of a node depends on its127

distance from the root. We show that in this case, when the tree is leaf-heavy, the distribution of128

justified arguments follows the distributions of the leaves. We will take as example trees where129

the number of replies follows a scale-free distribution. We find that Kialo reply trees are well-130

approximated by non-homogeneous trees, but show some characteristics of homogeneous trees131

when unrebutted comments are not considered in the count of justified arguments. Overall, we132

find that across the models we consider, as well as in the empirical data from Kialo, the leaves133

of a discussion literally “have the last word”, i.e. unrebutted arguments at the leaves of reply134

trees have an enormous influence on the justified arguments: leaves are justified by default and135

thereby influence which other arguments are justified deeper in the network. We show that even a136

conservative position of simply not accepting arguments as justified until they have been supported137

or attacked by at least one other argument (i.e. only considering non-leaf nodes in the whole reply138

tree) is not sufficient to remove this influence. We then suggest new methods for calculating the139

distribution of justified arguments, such that this effect is dampened.140

The key contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:141

• We develop a method (Section 4.1) which makes use of argumentation theory (Sections 2142

and 3) to calculate the probability of an argument being justified as a function of its level143

(distance from the root) in discussion trees.144

• In case of trees with homogeneous in-degree we solve the equations analytically and we145

identify three regimes of behaviour characterized by the support probability q being smaller,146

equal or larger than 1/2 (Section 4.2).147

• We compare the distribution of justified arguments in non-homogeneous reply trees and148

Kialo graphs, finding both of them strongly dependent on the distribution of leaf nodes in149

the graph (Section 4.3).150

• We repeat the analysis removing the leaves from the count of justified arguments and we show151

that in non-homogeneous trees their contribution to the debate still influences the distribution152

of justified arguments. In this case for balanced discussions (q = 1/2) the probability of an153

argument being justified can be calculated using only the average number of replies per154

level. For q smaller or larger than 1/2 we still need the distribution of leaves per level to fully155

characterize the probability of an argument being justified (Section 5).156

4
In an AF, all unattacked arguments stand as valid. Sec. 3.1 gives the theoretical background and discusses the applicability

of this to online discussions, and Sec. 5 discusses alternatives which discount the effect of unreplied arguments in reply

trees.

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: December 2020.
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Our contributions are theoretical in nature, but also provide important insights for the future design157

of platforms for online discussions. The “takeaway” for online platforms is that a user should sample158

the reply trees at the appropriate distances from the root where the probability of an argument159

being justified is highest (this sampling can potentially be supported by the platform or its user160

interface (UI), but can also be done manually by an interested and committed user). The sampling161

probability is calculated by our model, and depends on factors such as the in-degree distribution of162

the reply network and the proportion q̂ of replies that are supports. The good agreement between163

synthetic and real data reveals the appropriateness of the use of our probabilistic approach to164

answer a question that could in general depend on multiple factors of complex human behaviour.165

2 RELATEDWORK166

As stated in Section 1, online discussions cover a vast range of topics and involve many users; this167

is not surprising due to the growth of access to the Internet, especially through smartphones [37].168

Indeed, 62% of American adults get their news on social media in 2016 [3], increasing to 67% in 2017169

[26]. In the UK, the accounts of UK MPs are collectively being followed by the equivalent of almost170

20% of the UK population [2]. It is reasonable to ask how can we analyse online discussions at scale.171

Engaging with large-scale online discussions often lead users to suffer from information overload.172

For example, UK MPs learn to reply strategically and selectively to citizens concerned with specific173

topics that are also of interest to the MPs [2]. While MPs are guided by political issues, many174

discussion platforms have UIs that allow for readers to sort the comments, say from most liked to175

least liked. This seems to rely on a “wisdom of the crowds” effect to have the best points float to176

the top as indicated by the number of likes, allowing for the user to read the top few points made177

[52]. The authors of [17] have argued that such comment sorting and structuring mechanisms,178

including flagging, moderation and ways of detecting relevancy and novelty, can help increase179

user participation on news comments, improve the quality of comments, and promote constructive180

discussions. This is what moderation on Kialo also seeks to achieve.
5
A different perspective on181

which arguments are more relevant in a discussion is given by [45, 48], where the proposed ranking182

of comments in forums is based on arguments’ persuasiveness. Sometimes the anonymity and183

protection of the web can allow people to open up and express their opinions freely. This effect is184

called the online dis-inhibition effect [44] and can be one of the reasons behind the rise of online185

discussion forums. On the flip-side, guarantee of anonymity could lead to potentially harmful186

and sometimes toxic behaviour, which was observed in the case studies on Usenet[28, 38]. Such a187

phenomenon strongly motivates a model of online conversations, which could help sampling the188

most relevant comments on these forums.189

It is important to study online discussions also because they can affect the offline world. For190

example, [16] has shown that large companies (as defined by Forbes) may actively censor critical191

comments. However, the magnitude of such effects is open for debate in some cases. For example,192

[3] has clarified the factors behind how much the spread of fake news on social media can be193

responsible for influencing the 2016 US Presidential Election from the perspective of welfare194

economics, and argued that there are good reasons to argue that the effects are both small and195

large. But on the individual level, we seek to understand how information can be presented to them196

such that they read the most compelling of comments made in a discussion.197

As mentioned in the introduction, we will model online discussions as directed trees where nodes198

are arguments and the root is the main thesis. The formation of discussion trees has been widely199

studied in literature, some examples are [24, 25, 31, 35]. In these papers the author propose different200

models, based on complex networks, to study how discussion cascades form. In particular in [31]201

5
See https://support.kialo.com/hc/en-us/articles/360000631852-Moderating-Discussions, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.
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the authors propose a model for the formation of the discussion structure based on preferential202

attachment. We will also use preferential attachment to build our synthetic scale free discussions203

to mimic Kialo data.204

Many examples of the application of complex networks in the study of online discussions are205

present in the literature. In [43] for example, the authors characterise the discussion forums using206

network properties. However, they operate on a network of users, which in our case is replaced by a207

network of arguments. In [53], the authors build a computational framework that highlights patterns208

of interactions in online discussions. They study networks structures to predict the discussion’s209

future, while we use it to understand where the more relevant comments lie. A more applied210

approach is taken in [29] and [21], where the networks are used respectively in the detection of211

divisive issues and the measure of the level of participation of students in online platforms. The212

comment structure and content is also explored in literature from a pure computational standpoint,213

to filter out useful feedback on YouTube videos [42]. Another work on comments posted on news214

articles [47] explored the utility of such comments in comparing the engagement potential of215

news articles. Despite interesting insights from these works, they failed to propose a generalizable216

approach towards modelling conversations online, not least because of a thematic and qualitative217

approach.218

2.1 Argumentation Theory in Social Media Analytics219

Given the inevitable diversity of the many views that are expressed and the conflicts that arise,220

it is important for us to understand how many of these views are consistent, and how various221

differences can be resolved argumentatively and at scale. This makes online discussions a natural222

arena for argumentation theory to study.223

Argumentation theory has been applied to bothmine structured arguments from natural language224

text (e.g. [32, 34]) and to analyse specific online discussion platforms. For example, [6] has designed225

and tested a pipeline on Twitter. Due to the comparatively noisy messages exchanged on Twitter,226

the pipeline has to first identify which tweets can be interpreted as self-contained arguments (e.g.227

ignoring tweets that consist of just a URL and no other accompanying text), and also infer which228

replies are attacking or supporting. They then explain how to use an argumentation framework229

to extract the justified arguments from the discussion. Our work is different and aims to be more230

general, as we firstly calculate analytically the location of justified arguments in different class231

of discussion trees, then we apply the same ideas to real online discussions from Kialo. Kialo is a232

less noisy discussion platform than Twitter – individual comments in Kialo are moderated to be233

self-contained arguments and relation between comments is declared. This bypasses the step in [6]234

where tweets need to be identified as self-contained arguments and relations between comments235

need to be assessed.236

Further, [7, 8] have applied techniques of argument mining and evaluation to Debatepedia,6237

where attack and support are identified via textual entailment (e.g. [15]), a technique that aims to238

reproduce how humans would use common sense to judge whether one piece of text or its negation239

follow from another piece of text. In [11] the authors propose an argument mining method to detect240

attacking and supporting comments in a debate. Again, given that Kialo already requires users to241

classify their comments as supporting or attacking, we can bypass such techniques. A paper worth242

mention is also [22], which uses graph theory in a theoretical study on argumentation frameworks.243

6
http://www.debatepedia.org/en/index.php/Welcome_to_Debatepedia%21, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.
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3 ARGUMENTATION THEORY AND THE KIALO DATASET244

We now review the relevant technical background in argumentation theory and the procedure by245

which we have mined data from Kialo.246

3.1 Bipolar Argumentation Theory247

Argumentation theory is the branch of AI concerned with the rational and transparent resolution248

of conflicting arguments. Arguments and their interactions are represented by argumentation249

frameworks (AFs) [18]. The type of AFs that we use to represent online discussions are called bipolar250

argumentation frameworks (BAFs) [9]. Formally, a BAF is a structure

〈
A,Rsup ,Ratt

〉
, where A is251

our set of arguments and Rsup ,Ratt ⊆ A2
are binary relations on A that respectively represent252

supporting and attacking replies, i.e. for a,b ∈ A, (a,b) ∈ Rsup means a supports (agrees with) b,253

and (a,b) ∈ Ratt means a attacks (disagrees with) b. We require that Rsup ∩ Ratt = ∅. One can254

therefore think of

〈
A,Rsup ,Ratt

〉
as a directed graph (digraph) where supporting (dotted) edges255

are green and attacking (solid) edges are red.256

Example 1. Illustrated in Figure 1 is the BAF where A = {a,b, c,d, e}, Ratt = {(c,b)} and Rsup =257

{(d, c), (e,b), (b,a)}.258

a b c d

e

Fig. 1. The BAF from Example 1, where green (dotted) edges denote supports and red (solid) edges denote
attacks

How can we determine the justified arguments in a BAF? Following [9], we combine supports259

into attacks, which result in defeats; arguments are justified if either they are not defeated, or are260

reinstated by having all their defeaters in turn defeated. More formally, given a BAF

〈
A,Rsup ,Ratt

〉
261

and a,b ∈ A, we say a support path is a path in the underlying digraph that only traverses support262

edges. Let a →sup b denote that there exists a support path from a to b. We say a support-defeats b263

iff (∃c ∈ A) [a →sup c, Ratt (c,b)
]
, and a indirectly defeats b iff (∃c ∈ A) [Ratt (a, c), c →sup b

]
. We264

define the argumentation framework of
〈
A,Rsup ,Ratt

〉
to be the digraph ⟨A,R⟩ where (a,b) ∈ R iff265

either a support-defeats b or a indirectly defeats b [9, 18, 50]. We say a defeats b iff (a,b) ∈ R.266

Example 2. (Example 1 continued) The support paths of length 1 in this BAF are (e,b), (b,a) and267

(d, c), and the support paths of length 2 in this BAF consist of only (e,b,a). Therefore, e →sup b,268

b →sup a, d →sup c and e →sup a. As c attacks b, we can see that c indirectly defeats a, and d269

support-defeats b. Therefore, the corresponding AF of this BAF has the same arguments, but the270

defeat relation is R = {(c,b), (c,a), (d,b)}. This is illustrated in Figure 2.271

a c b d e

Fig. 2. The corresponding AF of the BAF in Figure 1, from Example 2; argument e is an isolated node.

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: December 2020.
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If

〈
A,Rsup ,Ratt

〉
is a tree, then ⟨A,R⟩ is a directed acyclic graph, and we can use Algorithm 1 to272

calculate the set of justified arguments, also called the grounded extension.7273

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for calculating the set of justified arguments of ⟨A,R⟩ (from [49]).

1: function GroundedExtension(⟨A,R⟩)
2: in ← ∅
3: out ← ∅
4: while in , A do
5: in ← {a ∈ A (∀b ∈ A) (b,a) < R}
6: out ← {a ∈ A (∃b ∈ in) (b,a) ∈ R}
7: A← A − out
8: R ← R ∩A2

return A

Intuitively, the algorithm first labels all unattacked arguments as in (justified) and all argu-274

ments attacked by the unattacked arguments as out (unjustified). In the context of reply trees, the275

unattacked arguments correspond to the leaves. The algorithm then excludes the unjustified argu-276

ments from the arguments under consideration and consider the next set of unattacked arguments277

and the arguments attacked by those unattacked arguments... etc. until all arguments are labelled278

by either in or out , which is possible for reply trees.
8
It has been shown that this algorithm runs in279

polynomial time [19].280

Example 3. (Example 2 continued) We can apply the algorithm to Figure 2. It is easy to see that281

after one iteration of the while loop, we get in = {e,d, c} and out = {a,b}. This means A = in, so282

the algorithm halts and returns {e,d, c}, which is the set of justified arguments of Figure 2 and283

hence of Figure 1.284

One criticism of adopting BAFs as a model for online discussions is that its interpretation of285

support is very strong, akin to logical necessity [10], i.e. if c →sup b then c is necessary for b, hence286

any attacker of c must indirectly defeat b. This may not hold for the informal logic employed in287

online discussions, but we allow for this assumption here as we would like to make the supporting288

arguments as vulnerable to defeat as possible such that only the strongest such arguments survive,289

i.e. arguments where all their supporters are either undefeated or reinstated. This “skeptical” stance290

seems suitable given that online discussions take place in low-trust environments given its potential291

to become rife with misinformation. However, even if the discussion environment is well-moderated292

and seeks to promote good debating practice, one should adopt such a skeptical stance to be able to293

claim that arguments are justified if they are consistent with defensible foundations.294

Another criticism is that unrebutted arguments should not be justified in the context of reply trees.295

Originally, this is meant to capture two principles - that everything relevant is already represented296

in the digraph of arguments, and that arguments are assumed to be acceptable by default until297

shown otherwise - a form of “lazy” reasoning [18]. But in reply trees, the leaf arguments do not298

have to be justified, especially if the conversation could have degenerated to insults the further it299

departs from the starting claims. How can we let such claims being justified? We clarify that the300

term “justified” does not denote truth and unrebutted claims are vacuously justified at that point in301

time until explicitly rebutted by a comment which is made at a later time point. Further, Kialo’s302

7
This set exists and is unique [18, Theorem 30]. This algorithm is a special case of the general definitions of justified

arguments [18], which also apply to, e.g. cyclic or infinite argumentation frameworks.

8
Non-tree argumentation frameworks can have arguments that are neither in nor out , but that will take us beyond the

scope of this paper.
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Fig. 3. Example of a Kialo discussion. The thesis is represented by the grey rectangle on the right diagram
and the grey circle on the left diagram. In the left diagram, the concentric annuli represent the replies made at
different distance from the root, where each slice of the annulus denotes a single replying comment. Replies
are coloured green if they support and red if they attack the previous comment, the shade of the colouring
representing the number of likes to the comment, with higher number of likes denoted by a darker shade.

moderation policy would not allow debates to degenerate into trolling or insults, so by using Kialo303

we cannot count those as reasons for why leaf arguments should not being justified. However, we304

will attempt to address the deficiencies of letting leaves being justified in Section 5.305

In summary, we have defined BAFs and how to resolve the conflicts therein through transforming306

BAFs into AFs and calculating the justified arguments. This follows various normative principles307

such as that arguments that are neither attacked nor supported are always justified, and two308

arguments defeating each other cannot be simultaneously justified.309

3.2 Details of the Kialo Dataset310

In order to validate our model we use data from discussions hosted on Kialo, an online debating311

platform.
9
Figure 3 illustrates an example Kialo discussion.

10
In this section, we outline how312

discussions are initiated in Kialo and the procedure by which we scraped and cleaned the discussions.313

3.2.1 Discussions and Sub-discussions on Kialo. To start a discussion, the user creates a thesis along314

with a tag that indexes the discussion. A thesis can have many tags, which increases its visibility to315

users. Additionally, a discussion can be created with an option to add multiple theses to debate. For316

example, a discussion could start with an open question like “Who is the ultimate fighting hero from317

any fandom?”
11
and several theses could be proposed as debatable options under this overarching318

question. In such a situation, this one discussion thesis could spawn multiple sub-discussions, each319

proposing a candidate fighting hero (e.g. Superman and Batman), which will give rise to a separate320

reply tree of their own.321

3.2.2 Scraping and Cleaning Kialo Discussions. To obtain the dataset, we reverse engineered the322

Kialo app API, which obtains all the available tags on the Kialo website. This is done by first323

bootstrapping the query with certain featured tags on Kialo
12
and then progressively expanding324

9
https://www.kialo.com/, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.

10
The left sub-figure is taken from https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49854754/kialo-how-can-i-view-the-argument-

topology-map-after-i-have-entered-an-argument, last accessed 27/Aug/2020. The right sub-figure is taken from http:

//mycareacademy.org/all/a-new-digital-debating-tool-for-collaborators-kialo/, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.

11
See https://www.kialo.com/who-is-the-ultimate-fighting-hero-from-any-fandom-8857, last accessed 27/Aug/2020.

12
See https://www.kialo.com/explore/featured, last accessed 27/Aug/2019.
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Fig. 4. Occurrence of the top fifty topic tags across Kialo discussions. The top five are: politics, ethics, society,
law and government. For example, there are just under 300 discussions for politics, and around 150 discussions
for law.

the tags dataset by adding the co-occuring tags with the bootstrap set. At the end of the process,325

we were able to get 1120 tags, which covers almost all of the discussions hosted on Kialo as of 28th326

of January 2020. To verify this claim, we scripted another utility that exploited Kialo’s scrolling327

API to go as far back in the list as possible to get the oldest thread, and we ended up with the same328

number of threads to view. Figure 4 shows a histogram of the top fifty popular tags among the 1120329

along with corresponding number of threads associated with a particular tag.330

As the next step we obtained all the discussion threads associated with each of these 1120 tags.331

This was done by mimicking the tag-based search feature of Kialo and getting all the results that332

show up for a particular tag based search. As mentioned before, each thread can be associated to333

one or more tags. Through our data collection scripts, we are able to obtain 1560 discussion threads.334

Our manual verification gives us a high degree of confidence that this is almost all of the debate335

activity on the service. We progressively crawl each discussion thread to acquire the data about336

the tree structure, votes on each argument and the argument text. This also includes all the sub337

discussion trees resulting due to debates having multiple thesis, as described in Section 3.2.1. Before338

analysing the data, we cleaned them by removing all the trees with less than twenty nodes and339

removing all the discussions with comments that have empty text or deleted branches. We are left340

with a total 1511 final trees to analyse.341

We also acquire other supplemental meta-data such as the time of posting, the time of editing (if342

any) and the author meta-data. To our knowledge, this is the most complete snapshot of Kialo, as343

of 28th of January 2020.
13

344

All discussions that were crawled from Kialo have a tree structure with a root node that represents345

the main thesis and each other node is a reply to its parent. Each reply answers only to the argument346

of the parent, so an answer in favour to a node, does not necessarily represent a support to the347

13
To aid reproducibility and encourage follow-on work, our data will be shared upon request with the wider research

community post publication.
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Fig. 5. (a): the number of Kialo reply trees as a function of their size (number of nodes). (b): a histogram
counting the number of Kialo reply trees with a given fraction of support q̂.

main thesis. We will represent Kialo discussions as directed trees, where the directed edges point348

in the direction of the reply. Each edge can have a positive or negative sign, respectively indicating349

support or attack; the representation of such discussions as bipolar argumentation frameworks is350

therefore straightforward (Section 3.1), and we have ready-made techniques for evaluating which351

arguments are justified (Section 2).352

Figure 5 provides some basic statistics about the Kialo data. Figure 5a shows the distribution of353

the sizes of the reply trees. On each topic or subdiscussion, there is a reasonable amount of debate,354

with a mean (median) of 204 (68) arguments (standard deviation 463). Figure 5b calculates the355

fraction q̂ of replies that are supportive as opposed to attacking their parent argument. It appears356

that Kialo debates are typically balanced, with the vast majority of reply trees having 0.4 ≤ q ≤ 0.6.357

Section 4.3 builds on these, in identifying the locations of justified arguments.358

4 A PROBABILISTIC MODEL OF JUSTIFIED ARGUMENTS IN SYNTHETIC BIPOLAR359

ARGUMENTATION FRAMEWORKS360

In this section we will analyse and model probabilistically the distribution of the location of justified361

arguments in BAFs based on various kinds of reply trees. Our main aim will be to characterise the362

probability that we will find justified arguments at a given level of a reply tree (Section 4.1). We363

will first study reply trees with homogeneous in-degree distributions (Section 4.2) and obtain an364

analytical model that allows us to understand how the levels of support or attack will affect the365

distribution of the locations of the justified argument. We will then study this in non-homogeneous366

in-degree trees, which better approximate the discussions we find in Kialo (Section 4.3).367

4.1 The Probability of Being Justified Given the Level368

Recall that each discussion is a directed tree, with the original post as the root, and a directed369

edge from each reply to the node being replied to. A reply can attack or support its parent, and370

we represent this by a negative or positive edge (see Equation 3 below). Let q ∈ [0, 1] denote the371

probability that a reply is supporting and 1 − q the probability that a reply is attacking. Let N ∈ N372

denote the depth of a given reply tree, i.e. the length of the longest path from root to leaf. For a373

given reply tree, let 0 ≤ h ≤ N be an integer denoting an arbitrary level in the reply tree and p(k |h)374

be the probability of a node at level h having k child nodes at level h + 1 that reply to it. Apart from375

leaf nodes, which by definition cannot have any children and therefore no replies, all other nodes376

can have an arbitrary number of replies. We wish to calculate the probability ph ∈ [0, 1], that a377

node at level h will be a justified argument. Recall from Section 3 that unrebutted arguments are378

justified by default, so the leaves in the reply tree are justified arguments. Given that the level N is379

populated only by leaves. pN = 1. For internal nodes (i.e. nodes with h < N ) to be justified, all of380

their child nodes (at level h + 1) that support them must be justified, and all the child nodes that381
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attack must be unjustified arguments or they should be leaves. Therefore, the expression for ph is382

ph =
∞∑
k=0

[qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1)]k p(k |h). (1)

Given a set of arguments A and a set of justified arguments G ⊆ A, define a state function s : A→383

{±1} where si is such that si = 1 means i ∈ G, i.e. argument i is justified, while si = −1 means384

i < G, i.e. argument i is unjustified. The value of si will be assigned iteratively to all i ∈ A starting385

from level N via the following rule:386

si =

{
1 (∀j ∈ A) Ji j = 0

minj ∈A Ji jsj else

, (2)

where

(
Ji j
)
i, j ∈A is a matrix of size |A| × |A| defined as387

Ji j :=


−1 (i, j) ∈ Ratt
1 (i, j) ∈ Rsup
0 else.

. (3)

Intuitively, the first case of Equation 2 is the case of a leaf node which is justified by default. The388

second case assigns si = 1 if all reply nodes j are either supporting reply nodes (i.e. (i, j) ∈ Rsup )389

and also justified nodes themselves (i.e. sj = 1), or they are attacking nodes but are unjustified, and390

therefore their attack is invalid (i.e. (i, j) ∈ Ratt and sj = 1). If neither of these conditions hold, there391

is at least one supporting node that is unjustified or one attacking node that is justified, which in392

turn means that node i is not justified and si = −1. We can now calculate the frequency of justified393

arguments at level h. This quantity, averaged over an ensemble of reply trees with the same degree394

distribution and in the same class of support q, will be our estimator of the probability ph :395

p̃h :=
1

2

〈∑
ih ∈A(si + 1)∑
ih ∈A |si |

〉
, (4)

where | · | indicates the absolute value, ih are the nodes in level h, ⟨·⟩ is the average over the396

ensemble of trees and

∑
ih ∈A |si | is the number of arguments at level h. In the next two subsections397

we will focus our analysis of the distribution of justified arguments on two kinds of graphs: trees398

with homogeneous in-degree distribution (Section 4.2) and scale-free trees (Section 4.3).399

4.2 Reply trees with homogeneous in-degree400

A digraph with homogeneous in-degree distribution is one where the degree distribution is the same401

for all the nodes. In the context of reply trees, this means that the distribution of the numbers of402

children (replies) does not vary across different levels (except for the deeper level, where the are no403

children): i.e. ∀0 ≤ h < N p(k |h) = p(k).404

As mentioned before, leaf nodes are unrebutted arguments and therefore considered to be405

justified in bipolar argumentation frameworks. The theorem below obtains the probabilities ph of406

an argument among internal (non-leaf) nodes being justified at level h:407

Theorem 1. Let ph be the probability of being justified of an internal node at level h < N , given408

by Equation 1.409

(1) If q = 1

2
then410

ph = ph+1 for h ∈ [0,N − 1] (5)
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(2) If q < 1

2
then411

pN−2m > pN−2m+1 form ∈ [0,N /2] (6)

pN−2m−1 < pN−2m form ∈ [0, (N − 1)/2] (7)

(3) If q > 1

2
then412

ph < ph+1 for h ∈ [0,N − 1] (8)

Proof. We prove each case in turn.413

(1) If q = 1

2
then qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1) = 1

2
. Therefore

ph =
∞∑
k=0

p(k)
2
k
= ph+1 for h ∈ [0,N − 1] (9)

So irrespective of the in-degree distribution p(k), ph will not depend on h.414

(2) If q < 1

2
, then415

ph > ph+1 if ph+2 > ph+1 and (10)

ph < ph+1 if ph+2 < ph+1. (11)

If ph+2 > ph+1, then416

ph =

∞∑
k=0

[qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1)]kp(k) (12)

>

∞∑
k=0

[qph+2 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+2)]kp(k) = ph+1. (13)

This is because417

qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1) >
qph+2 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+2), (14)

−q(1 − ph+1) + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1) >
−q(1 − ph+2) + (1 − q)(1 − ph+2) (15)

(1 − 2q)(ph+2 − ph+1) > 0, (16)

since q < 1

2
and ph+2 > ph+1.418

If instead ph+2 < ph+1, then reasoning identically to the above implies that ph < ph+1. From
our initial condition pN = 1 and

pN−1 =
∞∑
k=0

qkp(k) < pN = 1

we obtain an oscillating trend of ph as a function of h: pN−2 > pN−1 as pN−1 < pN , pN−3 <419

pN−2 as pN−2 > pN−1, and so on.420

(3) Finally, if q > 1

2
, then for all 0 ≤ h ≤ N − 1,421

ph < ph+1, (17)

because (1− 2q) < 0, therefore the opposite of Equation 16 holds: if ph+1 < ph+2, which holds422

true for pN−1 < pN = 1, then ph < ph+1, and so on monotonically.423

This shows the result. □424

Intuitively, the theorem suggests there are three classes of behaviours for different values of q:425
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Fig. 6. The figures show different values of p̃h when the support probability q is changed (here, q ∈
{0.1, 0.5, 0.9}). The degree distribution of the trees is Poisson with rate λ = 2 for all levels. The red dots
represent the theoretical prediction of the probability of an argument being justified at a certain level from
Theorem 1.

(1) when q < 1

2
, there is a high probability that a reply is an attack. In this situation, the expected426

fraction of justified arguments at a given level is determined by the parity of the level, i.e.427

whether the path length from the leaf arguments or nodes (who are default justified) to428

a given argument (node) is even or odd. This is easiest to visualise in the extreme case429

when all arguments are attacking (q = 0). This corresponds to the classical argumentation430

framework [18].When there is a thread of replies (arguments) attacking each other, arguments431

at odd-length paths from the set of unattacked arguments U are being indirectly attacked432

byU , while even-length paths from the unattacked arguments are being indirectly defended433

byU (See [18, Page 332]). This means that the proportion of justified arguments oscillates434

between levels – i.e. the fraction of justified arguments increase and decrease from one level435

to the next.436

(2) when q = 1

2
, and a reply is equally likely to be supportive or attacking, the expected fraction437

of justified arguments is the same for all levels of the reply tree. This is because a node has438

the same probability of having a justified reply supporting or a unjustified reply attacking,439

independently on the level.440

(3) when q > 1

2
, the expected proportion of justified arguments is determined by how far a441

level stands from the deeper level. The farther a node is from this, the higher the probability442

that at least one of the child nodes in the subtree rooted at the node is justified and is443

attacking. Since most other edges in chains of replies will be supporting, this justified node444

will indirectly defeat all its ancestors. In other words, it becomes harder for nodes far away445

from the leaves to be a justified argument, and the probability of finding justified arguments446

increases monotonically as we go from away from the root.447

Figure 6 validates the results of Theorem 1 by showing these three behaviours in action in448

reply trees with a homogeneous (Poisson) in-degree distribution p(k) = e−λλk
k ! , with λ = 2. Each449

of the three sub-figures in Figure 6 is obtained by averaging the number of justified arguments450

of an ensemble of five hundred Poisson trees with depth N = 8 and varying levels of support451

q ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}. The theoretical estimates from Theorem 1 of the fraction of justified arguments at452

a given level appears to be in good agreement with what we observe from simulations. In particular453

we can recognise a transition at q = 1

2
between the probability of an argument to be justified454

being driven by the parity of the distance from the deeper level (for q < 1

2
) and a probability of an455

argument to be justified that rises monotonically with the distance from the root (for q > 1

2
).456

Theorem 1 has implications both from a platform perspective and the users’ perspective: When457

levels of support are high (q ≫ 0.5), the end of a conversation becomes much more important458
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in determining the justified arguments of the discussion. So for readers, there is little point in459

following early comments, and the best strategy for platforms is to present comments in reverse460

chronological order, so that users see more of the justified comments first. In contrast, when there461

are high levels of attack, the justified arguments are more equally distributed across different levels,462

and users still benefit from reading early comments. Note that these insights apply mainly to463

evolving discussions where new comments are still being added. When a discussion thread has464

received all its comments, the rules of BAF can be used to clearly determine justified arguments.465

4.2.1 Oscillation Amplitude and the Decay of ph . Now that we have characterised the trend of the466

probability ph , we would like to know how large are the oscillations of ph for q < 1

2
and how steep467

is its decay when q > 1

2
. In particular, we will answer these questions in relation to the size of468

probability pleaf := p(0); this is the probability for a node being a leaf. We will see that this analysis469

will be of particular interest in order to understand the distribution of justified arguments in Kialo470

data. Consider a (homogeneous in-degree) tree with a certain support probability q. We can rewrite471

Equation 1 as follows:472

pN = 1 (18)

ph = p(0) +
∞∑
k=1

[qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1)]kp(k). (19)

As [qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1)]k ≤ qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1) for all k ≥ 1, we have that473

ph ≤ p(0) + [qph+1 + (1 − q)(1 − ph+1)] (1 − p(0)) (20)

=: pmax
h (21)

ph ≥ p(0) =: pmin
h . (22)

Equations 21 and 22 provide an upper and a lower bound of the function ph . The upper bound474

in Equation 21 is composed of two terms: The first one, p(0), is the probability of a node to be a475

leaf and the other term depends on the probability ph+1 of the nodes at the following level being476

justified arguments. This second term is responsible for the oscillations of the upper bound in477

function of the level for q < 1

2
, and the decrease of the probability of an argument being justified as478

function of the level for q > 1

2
(similar to what we have seen in Equations 10, 11 and 17). However479

the higher is the lower bound the smaller will be the amplitude of the oscillations and the decrease480

per-level, as ph will be squeezed between a large pmin
h and 1. This is shown in Figure 7. Figures 7a481

and 7c show systems with a relatively small p(0) = 0.1, indicated by the green dashed line. Figures482

7b and 7d show systems with a relatively large p(0) = 0.5. This will respectively determine large483

and small oscillations of ph in Figure 7a and 7b and long and short decrease of ph in Figures 7c and484

7d. The blue dots represent the iterative solution of the equation:485

pmax
h = p(0) +

[
qpmax

h+1 + (1 − q)(1 − p
max
h+1 )

]
(1 − p(0)), (23)

which was obtained by assuming that the inequality in Equation 21 is saturated, i.e. ph = p
max
h . The486

red lines in Figure 7 represents the Equation 23. The iterative solutions of Equation 23 indicated487

by the blue dots is obtained by projecting the points on this line to the diagonal black line. For488

example starting from pN = 1, we obtain the blue point 1 in Figure 7a, which is a solution of489

Equation 23 with initial ph+1 = 1. the projection of this point on the diagonal is the starting point490

of the new iteration. This new starting point, corresponding to a new value of ph+1, leads to the491

new solution of Equation 23 and is indicated by the blue point 2. Note that the new ph+1 is much492

smaller than the initial one, and also much smaller than the next value in the iteration represented493

by the blue point 3. As shown in Figure 7a and 7b, the oscillations thus produced are larger when494
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Fig. 7. Cob-webbing solution of the upper bounds (blue dots) of the function pmax
h (Equation 23) for q < 1

2

and p(0) = 0.1 (a), for q < 1

2
and p(0) = 0.5 (b), for q > 1

2
and p(0) = 0.1 (c) and for q > 1

2
and p(0) = 0.5 (d).

We numbered the blue dots representing the first iterative solutions only for p(0) = 0.1.

the value of p(0) is small. This representation of iterative solutions is called cob-webbing [36]. The495

same cob-webbing procedure for q > 1

2
is shown in Figure 7c and 7d. In this case we do not have496

oscillations but similarly we can see that when p(0) is large there is a less pronounced decrease497

of ph . As a consequence of this we can conclude that the amplitude of the oscillations and the498

decrease of the solution of ph depend on the size of p(0). This means that the number of unreplied499

comments in the reply tree (which determines p(0)) has a large impact on the behaviour of the500

probability of an argument being justified. We will apply this analysis and result when analysing501

Kialo discussions in the next section.502

4.3 Non-Homogeneous Reply Trees503

Here, we consider trees that have in-degree probability distributions which are non-homogeneous504

across different levels; we will call these non-homogeneous reply trees. These trees more closely505

approximate the empirical data from Kialo but given the in-degree distribution is not the same for506

all the levels, we are not able to provide a closed-form solution for the probability of an argument507

being justified as a function of the level and in-degree. Instead, we study the distribution of508

justified arguments by generating an ensemble of scale-free trees (an example of non-homogeneous509

trees [27] often appearing in social processes), and examine the patterns found in comparison to510

Kialo discussions.511

A common way to generate scale-free graphs is using preferential attachment [5]. To generate512

scale-free trees with preferential attachment, we follow the method of Krapivsky and Ridner [30]:513
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Fig. 8. Estimated probability of an argument being justified per level in scale-free synthetic graphs for
different levels of support in the graph, compared to p̃(0|h), the estimated probability of having leaves at level
h.
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Fig. 9. Estimated probability of an argument being justified per level in Kialo discussions compared to p̃(0|h),
the estimated probability of arguments being leaves at level h, for different levels of support.

At each step, we add a new node and connect it to an existing node i with probability πi =
wi∑
j w j
,514

where wi is the degree of the node i and the sum at the denominator runs over all the existing515

nodes. Intuitively, each new node is attached with higher probability to a node with high degree,516

leading to preferential attachment.517

For each simulation we generate 1000 random trees of size 100. Each edge is assigned at random518

to be a support with a probability q and with probability 1 − q to be an attack. The average of the519

observables has been done between levels with the same distance from the deepest level of their520

tree. This is because we expect that the nodes at the same distance from the deepest level of their521

tree have a comparable in-degree distribution. In all the figures that we will show in this section522

and the next one, the number of levels on the horizontal axis will correspond to the depth of the523

highest tree analysed. Given the scale-free nature of our graphs, there will be a number of short524

trees with many leaves and few long trees, leading to fewer trees to average on, at relatively higher525

levels (h > 10). To maintain statistical significance, we only report probabilities of arguments being526

justified for levels which have at least ten trees with nodes at that level.527

In Figure 8, we plot (in blue) how the probability p̃h varies with the level h. We observe that528

unlike the homogenous degree distribution case, the justified arguments are overwhelmingly found529

at higher levels, away from the root. This happens regardless of the level of attack or support (i.e.530

regardless of the value of q). We next plot (in orange) the distribution of default justified arguments,531

i.e. leaf nodes. Since leaf nodes have k = 0 children, this distribution is computed as p̃(0|h). For all532

values of q, we can see that the distribution of justified arguments at level h, p̃h , closely follows the533

distribution of leaves p̃(0|h). In other words, the distribution of justified arguments is dominated by534

the large numbers of default justified arguments or leaves.535

Next, we examine real-world discussions from Kialo in Figure 9. As mentioned in Section 3.2,536

Kialo is evenly balanced between attacking and supporting comments, with a vast majority of537
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discussions having 0.4 < q̂ < 0.6, and very few highly supportive or highly attacking conversations.538

For highly supportive graphs, with 0.8 < q̂ < 1, we see that the farther an argument is from the539

root, higher is its probability of being justified. For graphs with this amount of support we can540

observe this behaviour in both homogeneous and non-homogeneous graphs. For 0.4 < q < 0.6 and541

q < 0.3 we instead cannot recognize the behaviours seen in the homogenous case. We can observe542

instead that whatever is the level of support in the graphs, as in scale-free trees, the distribution of543

justified arguments at a given level ph , closely follow the distribution of leaves in the graph p(0|h).544

5 REMOVING LEAVES FROM THE COUNT OF JUSTIFIED ARGUMENTS545

Our study of synthetic reply networks and comparison with Kialo data (Section 4) seems to highlight546

that comments that have the last word (i.e. the leaf comments in discussion trees) represent a547

determining factor in establishing the rest of the justified arguments. This is consistent with548

argumentation theory, which assumes that arguments that have the last word are justified by549

default (Section 3).550

However, it is not fully clear whether this is appropriate for online discussions. Although one551

may argue that comments which are spurious or false are rarely left unchallenged in vigorous552

online debates, and therefore the leaf arguments can be treated as justified arguments, it can also be553

argued that comments that have been answered, and so have been evaluated positively or negatively554

by others, are more representative of the truth and should have a greater importance than those555

that have not yet been replied to.556

In this section, we consider a conservative approach, where we use the machinery of argumenta-557

tion theory to identify the justified arguments, but do not include the leaf nodes of a reply tree in558

the count of justified arguments. In other words, we only consider those arguments that have had559

a chance to be supported or attacked by at least one other argument. Given a reply tree with nh560

nodes at level h and a distribution of leaves given by561

p̂(0|h) :=
#leaves at level h

nh
, (24)

we previously defined the probability of an argument being justified at that level as:562

p̂h :=
#justified arguments at level h

nh
(25)

In this section, we will instead compute the probability p̃nlh of non-leaf justified arguments at a563

level h by removing the count of the leaves (nhp(0|h)) from the count of justified arguments at that564

level (nhp̂h ):565

p̂nlh =
#justified arguments at level h − #leaves at level h

nh − #leaves at level h

=
p̂h − p̂(0|h)
1 − p̂(0|h)

.

With this change, the estimated probability of arguments being justified per level is566

p̃nlh =

〈
p̂h − p̂(0|h)
1 − p̂(0|h)

〉
, (26)

where the average ⟨·⟩ is over an ensemble of graphs with the same degree probability and the same567

level of support q. We will examine how this new definition affects the distribution of justified568

arguments:569
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Homogeneous in-degree distributions. For reply trees with homogeneous in-degree distributions,570

the distribution of leaves does not change with level (for all 0 ≤ h < N , p(0|h) = p(0)), so the shape571

of the probability of the non-leaf arguments being justified pnlh as a function of the level would not572

differ much from the old probability distribution ph :573

p̃nlh =

〈
p̂h − p̂(0)
1 − p̂(0)

〉
. (27)

Non-homogeneous in-degree distributions. In general (e.g. in Kialo or scale-free trees), the estimated574

probability of leaves per level has a non-trivial dependence on the level h, and therefore p̃nlh behaves575

differently from p̃h . We can compute p̃nlh by separating the contribution of leaves from that of the576

other comments in Equation (1):577

pnlh =

∞∑
k=1

[
q
(
p(0|h + 1) + (1 − p(0|h + 1))pnlh+1

)
+(1 − q)(1 − p(0|h + 1))

(
1 − pnlh+1

)]k
p(k |h), (28)

where the first term is the probability of being supported by a leaf, or being supported by a non-leaf578

that is justified. The second term is the probability of being attacked by a non-leaf that is unjustified.579

Note that this time the sum over all replies to the node at level h starts from k = 1 in order to580

exclude the deeper level composed only by leaves (which would correspond to k = 0). Given that581

we do not have an analytical formula for p(k |h), we will approximate the solution of Equation 28582

using the fraction of replies per level of a single synthetic graph. We define this as583

k̂h =

∑
ih kih
nh

, (29)

where ih indexes the nodes belonging to level h, and kih ∈ N is the in-degree of node ih . Therefore,584

Equation 29 is the average in-degree of level h.585

We can approximately estimate the new probability of an argument being justified per level586

substituting in Equation 28 k with k̂h (Equation 29) and p̂(0|h) (Equation 24) to p(0|h):587

pnlh ≈
〈 [

q
(
p̂(0|h + 1) + (1 − p̂(0|h + 1))pnlh+1

)
+ (1 − q)(1 − p̂(0|h + 1))

(
1 − pnlh+1

)] k̂h 〉
. (30)

To understand Equation 30, we consider, as done in the previous section, three different regimes:588

perfectly balanced discussions (q ≈ 1

2
); aggressive or acrimonious discussions (q ≈ 0) and supportive589

discussions q ≈ 1.590

Balanced discussions. For q ≈ 1

2
, we can see that the formula simplifies and the probability of an591

argument being justified is given by:592

pnlh ≈
〈
qk̂h

〉
. (31)

In other words, the probability of non-leaf justified arguments depends solely on the number of593

replies an argument at a given level gets on average (i.e. on kh ). Since q < 1, more the number of594

replies, the lower that pnlh gets. We see this most clearly in scale-free trees: A general result about595

scale-free graphs [27] is that the levels with the highest number of nodes are expected to be in the596

middle of the graph when the number of levels is very large. In Figure 11b we show k̂h averaged597

over 1000 scale-free trees of 100 nodes. Even for a short tree we can see that the middle level of the598
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Fig. 10. Compare the estimated probability of non-leaf arguments being justified p̃nlh with its theoretical
prediction (Equation 28) for Kialo discussions ((a), (b) and (c)) and scale-free synthetic graphs ((d), (e) and (f))
and different levels of support (q). The scale-free graphs have been generated as usual and the quantities are
averaged over 1000 trees of size 50.
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Fig. 11. Distribution of average number of replies per level (k̃h ) for Kialo and Scale-free graphs

graph receive the highest attention. Thus, we expect to have a minimum of pnlh in the middle of the599

tree, as observed in Figure 10e.600

In Kialo discussions (with 0.4 < q̂ < 0.6) we also have that the highest number of replies is found601

at the center of the graphs, but with a larger drop off as we get towards the root (See Figure 11a). In602

other words, deeper into a discussion thread, the arguments get lesser scrutiny and therefore fewer603

replies, leading to an increasing probability of arguments being justified as we go deeper into a604

discussion (as observed in Figure 10b). Whereas these are the normative justified arguments as605

defined by argumentation theory, there may be other human factors which drive this distribution of606

replies. For instance, user fatigue may lead to fewer replies deeper in a discussion thread (recall that607

balanced discussions have particularly large h values in Kialo). Such factors need to be disentangled608

in future work.609
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Supportive discussions. .610

In supportive discussions, when q ≫ 0, we can identify three main ingredients from Equation611

30 in the determination of the justified arguments at a level h: the average number of replies k̂h ,612

the probability of a non leaf argument being justified pnlh+1 at level h + 1 and the proportion of613

leaves per level p̂(0|h). Using these three we are able to well predict the behaviour of the justified614

arguments, as we can see from Figure 10c. It is important to notice that even if we removed the615

leaves in the calculation of justified arguments, their influence is an important ingredient in the616

determination of pnlh . Given the non-trivial dependence of pnlh to the three ingredients discussed617

above, the system behaviour is not straightforward. However, we can notice from Figure 10 that618

the behaviour of Kialo graphs (Figure 10c) does not change when the leaves are removed and it is619

the same as scale-free graphs (Figure 10f) and homogeneous graphs (Figure 6c), with pnlh increasing620

as we go away from the root.621

Aggressive discussions. . In aggressive discussions q ≪ 1 and we still have the same non-trivial622

dependence of pnlh on k̂h , p
nl
h+1 and p̂(0|h). As before, Equation 30 gives a good prediction of the623

behaviour of pnl and shows that leaves have an influence on the probability of non-leaf arguments624

being justified even if they are not counted in the set of justified arguments. In aggressive discussions,625

the behaviour of scale-free graphs (Figure 10d) appear to be totally different from the behaviour of626

Kialo graphs when q̂ < 0.3 (Figure 10a). In fact, p̃nlh in Kialo discussions shows a clear oscillatory627

behaviour typical of homogeneous trees (Figure 6a). The impossibility to see this oscillatory628

behaviour in ph (Figure 9a) can be explained by the presence of leaves in the count of justified629

arguments. In fact, looking at Equation 23, which was approximately describing the oscillation of630

the upper bound pmax of ph in homogeneous trees with p(0) ≫ 0, we can see that the oscillations631

amplitude was controlled by leaf probability p(0) and dampened for large p(0). If now we use the632

statistics of non-leaves justified comments formalized in Equation 26, i.e subtract p(0) from pmax ,633

and we divide by (1 − p(0)) (for p(0) < 1), we are left with:634

pmax − p(0)
1 − p(0) = qpmax

h+1 + (1 − q)
(
1 − pmax

h+1
)
. (32)

The analysis of the distribution of non-leaf arguments that are justified is in this case effectively635

zooming in on the level-by-level oscillations in the numbers of justified arguments that is expected636

in a homogeneous tree (see Figure 6a) rather than a scale-free non-homogeneous tree.637

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK638

This paper applies ideas from bipolar argumentation theory and complex networks to an ensemble639

of synthetic reply trees where the nodes are arguments and the directed edges are attacking or640

supporting replies. We then built a model that calculates the probability that an argument will be641

justified in the debate given given its “level” or distance from the main thesis of the debate, i.e.,642

the number of replies that separate it from the main thesis This model allows one to compute the643

levels in the reply tree where arguments are justified with the highest probability.644

This probabilistic approach appears to be a good way to tackle the problem because it can predict645

the location of justified arguments in online discussions, when its results are compared to real data646

that we obtained from Kialo, an Internet debating platform. The probabilistic approach also reveals647

three different schemes of behaviour for the probability of an argument being justified as a function648

of two global parameters of the reply tree: (1) the relative proportions of attacking and supporting649

arguments in the overall discussion and (2) the structure of the discussion tree, as characterised by650

its degree distribution.651
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Data from Kialo indicates that online discussions behave as trees with non-homogeneous in-652

degree distribution and can be classified by the proportion of supporting replies. When the propor-653

tion of supporting replies is high , the proportion of justified arguments is higher in deep levels654

of the tree. Therefore, the “best” order to read the discussion comments is by starting from the655

deepest level (i.e. most recent comments first) and arriving to the root comment in reverse order656

of the level in the reply tree. In this case, our model suggests that a temporal ordering of new657

user utterances, with the most recent comments appearing first, may show a higher proportion of658

justified arguments than other sorting methods, but pure temporal ordering is not in itself sufficient659

– it needs to be tweaked, allowing comments to be read based on the level in the reply tree rather660

than just the time stamp of each post. In contrast, when discussions are aggressive, the proportion661

of justified arguments is more homogeneous among the levels and there is no single “best way” to662

read the comments.663

An important result that appears from our analysis is that the leaves of the discussion tree, i.e.664

unreplied comments, effectively have the “last word”, and have a great impact on the probability of665

all the other arguments being justified. This is due to a fundamental assumption in argumentation666

theory where all unrebutted arguments, and hence arguments that are not replied to, are justified667

by default and thereby greatly inflate the numbers of justified arguments at each level.668

It can be argued that unreplied comments may not have received sufficient scrutiny from other669

users, and therefore should not by themselves be counted among the justified arguments. We670

showed that even if leaves were not considered in counting up “who is justified”, the general shape671

of the distribution of justified arguments among the levels is still influenced by them. However,672

we also observed that in this case, when the number of attacks and supports is balanced (as in the673

majority of Kialo discussions), the new probability of an argument being justified per level is guided674

only by the number of replies to comments at that level. In an evolving discussion, the number of675

current replies a comment has can therefore be an indication of its eventual inclusion among the676

justified arguments. Today’s platforms support this strategy by sorting based on overall level of677

support (e.g. sort by number of likes and comments, or numbers of upvotes and downvotes).678

A possible future improvement to our model is to depart from “traditional" argumentation679

frameworks and suggest different methods to establish which arguments should be justified that680

dampen the high degree of influence that leaf nodes have. A possibility is giving less importance681

to single attacking comments, considering a node justified only if the majority of its replies are682

either justified and supporting the comment or unjustified and attacking it. Another possibility is683

to give higher importance to the judgment of arguments which have a higher number of likes or684

replies. In this way comments which have received a larger scrutiny have a larger influence when685

attacking or supporting another comment. To do this we can use for example preference-based686

argumentation frameworks as [4], or adapting the techniques used in [39].687

In conclusion, by characterising the locations of justified arguments in online discussions in688

terms of the supportiveness of the discussion (q) and the distribuion of leaves in the reply tree, this689

work points to new ways of presenting information from online discussions, or lends theoretical690

backing to existing methods of displaying comments in such discussions. In fact, comments can be691

organized in a discussion such that justified arguments are presented first. Moreover comments692

that are particularly weak under future attacks, meaning that can easily lose their ’justified’ status693

given their position in the graph, may be highlighted in the discussion. Our analysis can also be694

applied to classic ordering of comments, as by time or by likes. A work by A.P.Young et al. [51]695

shows which are the sorting policies to be chosen such that more justified comments are shown696

first. Moreover, whatever sorting policy is used, our analysis allows to mark justified arguments to697

be visible by users.698
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To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this work is the first to combine argumentation theory699

with complex networks to analyse online discussions. While previous work has used argumentation700

theory to understand online discussions (e.g. [6, 8]), previous research has mainly focused onmining701

arguments from natural language expressions. We are motivated by the complementary question702

of understanding where justified arguments might be, and suggesting to the user where to look703

for such justified arguments. In future work, we aim to move beyond BAFs to more sophisticated704

argumentation models, such as the quantitative frameworks described in [33].705

One criticism that can be leveled is that normatively justified arguments do not represent "true"706

justified arguments because users may not be convinced by justified comments that do not support707

their point of view. There has been research relating how people perceive how arguments disagree708

and when they are justified (e.g. [12–14, 40]), showing that user preferences matter. On the one709

hand, we argue that our “skeptical” approach of only accepting justified arguments is the “most710

suitable” approach in situations of low trust, such as large-scale discussions. On the other hand,711

if UI designers are to decide on an order of presentation of comments based on our results, it is712

important that users find those orderings useful and convincing. We plan on exploring such a713

problem in our future work by conducting user studies and experiments.714
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